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INTRODUCTION
3 Water Rights and Wrongs
Michelle Henrie (mhenrie@bhfs.com)

FEATURE ARTICLES
4 Pesting Plants in the Everglades: Insects and Control of Invasive Species
Shauna Ray Ellen (Shauna.R.Allen@saj02.usace.army.mil)
Charles Padera and John Miller
Correcting the wrongs of past generations, this article describes the first large-scale effort to limit the spread of four invasive plants in the Everglades through the widespread use of biological control agents.

8 Water Law in Vermont: Challenges of a Riparian Surface Water System and Unregulated Ground Water
Julia Horrocks (Jhorrocks@vermontlaw.edu)
Justin Park
Who controls the water: shoreline owners or the state? How does the state provide for traditional public use such as boating and fishing when shoreline owners object? This article discusses a contemporary clash of two traditional legal systems affecting the use of water.

12 A Reasonable Use Approach to Allocating Water for Consumptive Use in the Southeast
Barbara H. Gallo (bgallo@balch.com)
Georgia, Alabama, and Florida have remarkably similar systems of water rights laws. Can these states build upon these similarities to address allocation of interstate water resources?

15 Exchange or Extinction? Lawful Rights Face Contemporary Criticisms
John Winchester (jnw@hydrosphere.com)
How do river exchanges take place, when are they used, and what are the practical concerns about this lawful tool?

18 Indian Reserved Water Rights
Samantha Ruscavage-Barz (ruscavsa@law.unm.edu)
Diane Albert
When Congress set aside Indian reservations in the 1800s, it failed to consider water. This article describes the solution to this oversight: Indian reserved water rights under the “Winters Doctrine.”

IMPACT “SPECIAL COLUMNS”
21 The New Economy of Water
Clay Landry and Christina Quinn

23 Developing Dynamite Presentation Skills
Marshall A. Brown

24 What’s Up With Water
Eric J. Fitch

25 Legal Issues
Michelle Henrie and Kyle S. Harwood

(Opinions expressed by our columnists are their own and do not represent the opinion or position of the American Water Resources Association)